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Abstract: The paper is an investigation on the impact of financial markets on the volatility of the green
bonds credit risk component, measured by the option-adjusted spread/swap curve (OAS) before and
during the pandemic period. To this purpose, after observing the dynamic joint correlations between
all the variables, we adopt Exponential and Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
models, putting the OAS as dependent variable. Our main results show that the conditional variance
parameters are significant and persistent in both times, testifying the overall impact of the other
markets on the OAS. In more detail, we highlight that the gamma in the two Exponential models is
positive: so, the “green” credit risk volatility is more sensitive to positive shocks than to negative
ones. With reference to the conditional mean, we note that if during the non-pandemic period
only the stock market is significant, during the pandemic also conventional bonds and gold are
impacting. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that analyzes the specific credit risk
component of the green bond yields: we deem our findings useful to observe the change of green
bonds creditworthiness in a complex market context and interesting in terms of policy implications.

Keywords: green bonds; credit risk; option-adjusted spread; volatility

1. Introduction

Motivation Green bonds are deemed useful tools to implement the intertemporal bur-
den sharing of climate mitigation across generations (Flaherty et al. 2017; Orlov et al. 2017;
Andersen et al. 2016; Sachs 2014) and to finance the development of the low-carbon tran-
sition (Monasterolo and Raberto 2018). Empirically, the emergence and diffusion of the
market is justified by three main factors (Monk and Perkins 2020):

– the strategic involvement of intermediaries and entrepreneurs
– some self-reinforcing processes, such as learning, positive externalities and legitimation
– the creation of a more favorable selection environment for sustainable fixed-income

products.

Consistently, the attractiveness of these bonds is testified by the exponential growth
that the market has recorded, even during the pandemic period. More specifically, even
though the sustainable bond market has been characterized by a further split in its themes,
on behalf to social, sustainable and pandemic bonds, the green segment has shown an
increasing demand and better performances compared to plain vanilla debt instruments.
In particular, over the 2020 the market has had a discontinuous trend: if in the first quarter
its volume has dropped lower than a half of 2019 (Climate Bonds Initiative 2020a), in the
third quarter of 2020 green bonds have reached the highest volume of issuance for a third
quarter, i.e., 69.4 bn USD (Climate Bonds Initiative 2020b). Looking to 2021, at the end of
the third quarter, the total issuance has reached USD 354.2 bn and it has shown a growth of
15.8% compared with Q3 2020 (Climate Bond Initiative).
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In general, the attention of investors for sustainability is reflected by the impact on risk
premia and their linkage with the creditworthiness of issuers (Höck et al. 2020). In this con-
text, firms with lower carbon emissions seem to limit their default risk (Kabir et al. 2021).

In more detail, over the post-covid inflationary environment, investors have put cau-
tion on the possibility that their returns could be eroded; notwithstanding, in the first
semester of 2021 rates have remained low, thanks to the ongoing support of central banks
and of other pandemic measures, contributing to bond price rising. Specifically, analyzing
green bonds yields, researchers have observed a premium, called the “greenium”, that in-
vestors are willing to pay in order to make a sustainable investment (e.g., Hyun et al. 2020;
Zerbib 2019): in this sense the cost of debt should be lower than the conventional one. In
particular, this phenomenon is typical of the primary market: the price of new issuance is
higher than the outstanding debt. However, the market has shown larger spread compres-
sion than the plain vanilla’s one: in the first half of 2021 it has tightened 24.4 bps (29.9 bps)
for the EUR (USD) segment, compared to the 19.6 (24.8) bps of the plain vanilla bonds
(Climate Bond Initiative 2021b). This issue is explainable by the oversubscriptions of green
bonds compared with the ongoing lack of supply.

With reference to the overall fixed income market, credit risk has raised up during
the pandemic period and has shown up and down correlations with the epidemic trend;
however, the levels reached are definitely lower than those recorded during the Financial
Crisis (Byström 2021).

Rationale of the study Our focus is on the credit risk component of green bonds’ yield-
to-maturity, namely the spread designed to compensate investors for expected loss from a
default: to this purpose, we observe the option-adjusted spread/swap curve of the Global
Bloomberg Barclays MSCI Green Bond Index. Generally speaking, a yield spread for a
bond is calculated by subtracting the yield of a “risk-free” bond. This difference is partly
due to the credit risk of corporate bonds, that is why it is frequently referred to as a “credit
spread”. The option-adjusted spread (hereinafter OAS) is an improvement on the standard
calculation of a yield spread, since it accounts for the possibility that the embedded option
in a bond can influence the future cash flows and the overall value of the bond, because
of the changes in interest rates. In particular, enclosed options can let the issuer to call
back the debt early or the investor to convert the bond into underlying company shares or
demand early redemption. The OAS value is commonly expressed as a spread over the
Treasury curve and possesses the benefit of allowing for the comparability between bonds
with different redemption structures (Boliari and Topyan 2022; CDIAC 2020). It is the
spread that must be added to obtain the theoretical price of a corporate bond, as calculated
by the pricing model, identical to the observed market price (Choudhry 2004). All in all,
as stated by Cavallo and Valenzuela (2007) the option-adjusted spread “simultaneously
considers credit risk and cash flow risk, and it is a useful tool for determining an investor’s
compensation conditional on the structure of the bond”.

The analysis of the credit risk component of green bonds, cannot disregard the co-
movement of the latter and other financial markets (Reboredo 2018) and how it changes over
time (Arif et al. 2021). Starting from the interconnections between green and conventional
bonds, Broadstock and Cheng (2019), observing the period 28 November 2008–31 July
2018, find three phases in the connection between the two markets: the first shows a
shift from negative to positive correlation in mid-2013; across phases one and two there
is no strong adjustment in the significance of the determinants; finally the third, that
starts in the mid-2016, evidences that macroeconomic conditions increase their role in
the connection between green and conventional bond price benchmarks. Zerbib (2019)
finds that the non-pecuniary motivates (especially pro-environmental preferences) grant a
significant, but low, premium that highlights the opportunity for issuers to expand their
bondholders. Nanayakkara and Colombage (2019), analyzing the option-adjusted spread
of both kinds of bonds, show that the green ones are traded at a premium of at least 63 bps,
stating the investors’ interest for these instruments as a source of portfolio diversification;
similarly, Hachenberg and Schiereck (2018) find that rating classes AA–BBB of green bonds,
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trade marginally tighter for the respective period compared to non-green ones of the
same issuers. With reference to the spillovers with the stock and commodity markets,
Dutta et al. (2021) analyze the time-varying correlations between climate bonds and US
equities, crude oil and gold: they find bidirectional volatility linkage between the first and
the latter variables and they state that the hedging portfolio role of climate bonds decreases
during the pandemic period. Naeem et al. (2021) document the asymmetric relationship
between green bonds and commodities and confirm the diversification benefit of including
the first to a commodity portfolio. Reboredo and Ugolini (2020) observe that green bonds are
closely linked to the fixed-income and currency markets, receiving sizeable price spillovers
from them; on the other side, they find weak connection to stock, energy and high-yield
corporate bond markets. Finally, literature has proved the interrelations of green bonds
with cryptocurrencies. In this field, Naeem and Karim (2021) find extreme dependence
between the two markets, characterized by multiple tail-dependence regimes; they also
affirm the hedging effectiveness of green financial assets for bitcoin. Huynh et al. (2020)
investigate the role of Artificial Intelligence, robotics stocks and green bonds in portfolio
diversification and observe that these assets exhibit heavy-tail dependence and higher
volatility transmission in the short-term.

In our study, however, the focus on the OAS aims to find peculiarities for the credit
risk of these instruments rather than on their overall performance.

The paper is an investigation on the volatility of the green bonds credit risk compo-
nent, measured by the option-adjusted spread. In particular, according to the spillovers
between these instruments and financial markets, we study the impact of conventional
bonds, stocks, oil, gold and cryptocurrencies on the “green” credit risk volatility; the
analysis is conducted before and during the pandemic period. To this purpose, after
observing the joint dynamic conditional correlations between all the variables through
the Dynamic Conditional Correlation Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity
(hereinafter DCC-GARCH) model, we adopt Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Het-
eroskedasticity (hereinafter GARCH) and Exponential Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity (hereinafter EGARCH) models, putting the OAS as dependent variable.

Contribution Our main results show a joint DCC between variables both in the short
and in the long time. In more detail, during the non-pandemic period, only the stock
market affects the conditional mean of the “green” adjusted spread; on the other hand,
the significance of the conditional volatility parameters, testifies a persistent impact of the
one-day lagged performance of the other financial markets, on the current variance of the
credit risk component of green bonds. Analogous findings concern the significance of these
parameters during the pandemic. In particular we highlight that, in both cases, the gamma
of the EGARCH is positive: so, the “green” credit risk volatility is more sensitive to positive
shocks than to negative ones. On the contrary, during the pandemic period, we note that
the conditional mean estimation is affected by the significant impact of the conventional
bonds and gold, added to the role of stocks.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that specifically analyzes the credit
risk component of green bond yields.

Study’s implications Our findings could be useful to observe the change of green bonds
creditworthiness in a complex market context. Moreover, the resilience that green bonds
show to negative shocks should enhance the development of the market, to finance private
and public investment for the low carbon transition and broader environmental action
in the context of the post-pandemic recovery (European Commission 2020). Consistently,
policy makers should improve the process of certification and taxonomy of the green
products, in order to guarantee the post-issuance transparency.

Finally, the analysis could be proceeded studying bi-directional spillovers of volatility
between each market and the “green” credit risk component. Moreover, starting from our
global observations, the study could be applied specifically to the European, American and
Asian markets.
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2. Materials and Methods

The analysis consists in the study of the conditional volatility of the credit risk compo-
nent of green bonds. Specifically, the variable is analyzed conditioned on the performance
of the principal markets connected to the green bond’s one, namely: brown bonds, stocks,
gold, oil and cryptocurrencies. The study has been split into two periods:

• pre-pandemic (21 October 2016–7 February 2020)
• pandemic (10 February 2020–29 October 2021).

The dependent variable is represented by the option-adjusted spread/swap curve
(OAS) of the Global Bloomberg Barclays MSCI Green Bond Index.

The independent variables are listed below:

• BROWN: quotation of the S&P 500 Bond Index
• FTSE: quotation of the FTSE All-World Index
• GOLD: quotation of the Gold futures
• WTI: quotation of the Crude Oil WTI Futures
• CRYPTO: quotation of the S&P Cryptocurrency MegaCap Index (USD)

Data are daily and their sources are Bloomberg, Datastream and S&P.
The methodology adopted is the univariate conditioned GARCH. More specifically,

we implement for each period a GARCH (1,1) and a EGARCH (1,1) model.1

• Conditional GARCH (1,1)

Starting from the Conditional GARCH model, Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity (Bollerslev 1986), we calculate the conditional mean and the conditional
variance equations, conditioned on the matrix of the independent variables, i.e., MARKETS:

E(OASt/MARKETSt−1) = a + bMARKETSt−1 + εt (1)

E(σ2
t/MARKETSt−1) =ω + α E(ε2

t−1/MARKETSt−1) + βE
(σ2

t−1/MARKETSt−1)
(2)

In more detail, in Equation (1), the OAS is expressed as a function of a constant term,
“a”, and the one-day lagged value of the matrix MARKETS. Equation (2), instead, expresses
the conditional variance dependent on MARKETSt−1, and it denotes the conditioned one-
day ahead forecast variance that relies on past information. It is calculated through three
terms, namely, a constant one,ω, an ARCH term (ε2

t−1/MARKETSt−1) which captures the
news about the past period’s volatility conditioned on the independent variables, and the
GARCH term (σ2

t−1/MARKETSt−1) which denotes the conditioned forecast variance of
the last period. The coefficients of the ARCH and GARCH terms (i.e., α and β) are usually
summed up to determine the persistence degree of volatility shocks. If the sum is close
to one, there is persistence, implying the permanent effect of volatility shocks. If, on the
other hand, the sum is significantly less than unity, there is an evidence of a mean-reverting
variance process, with shock impacts being just temporary.

• Conditional EGARCH (1,1)

The conditional EGARCH model, is calculated through the Exponential Generalized
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (Nelson 1991), conditioned on the MARKETS ma-
trix:

E(ln(σ2
t/MARKETSt−1)) =ω + α[E(ε2

t−1/σ2
t−1)/MARKETSt−1]1/2 + γ[E(ε2

t−1/ σ2
t−1)/MARKETSt−1]1/2 + β

E(ln(σ2
t−1/MARKETSt−1))

(3)

In particular, γmeasures the asymmetric effect. The latter happens if γ is significantly
different from zero, with γ < 0 (γ > 0) implying that negative (positive) shocks increase
(decrease) volatility greater than positive (negative) shocks of equal magnitude.
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In accordance with the non-significance of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for
the most of the series, we have calculated their first differences before implementing
the models.

Furthermore, we adopt a preliminary analysis of the joint dynamic conditional correla-
tions in the short and long run2 among all variables, through the DCC GARCH (Engle 2002).
The details of the model are reported in Appendix A.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows graphically the OAS time series over all the period of analysis (10 Oc-
tober 2016–29 October 2021). We note a peak at the beginning of the pandemic, but there is
a steep decline in the following months, almost reaching the lowest level shown between
2017 and 2018.
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Figure 1. OAS time series. Source: Authors’ calculations.

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the descriptive statistics, the normality and the unit-root test
of the variables, respectively for the non and the pandemic period. We observe that for both
times GOLD and CRYPTO have the highest values of standard deviation. As concerns OAS,
we note that the standard deviation is quite low, however the value is more than doubled
during the pandemic. We also see that the mean of the green bonds’ credit risk component
doesn’t change too much between the two times (respectively 37.285 and 45.183), while the
maximum value is almost doubled with reference to the pandemic period.

We also highlight that all the variables show a non-normal distribution, as the Jarque-
Bera test is significant for both times. Looking to the ADF test, we note that over the
non-pandemic period the test is not significant: so all the variables are not stationary;
during the pandemic, instead, the test is significant for FTSE and WTI variables.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics, Normality and Unit-root test.

Non-Pandemic Period

Variable Mean Min Max St. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis JB Test ADF

OAS 37.285 24.811 58.677 7.579 0.475 −0.333 36.189 *** −1.618
BROWN 441.564 410.08 502.06 23.465 1.088 −0.072 169.305 *** −0.563

FTSE 327.246 266.43 382.32 24.521 −0.428 −0.176 27.317 *** −2.348
GOLD 1378.505 1134.55 1627.3 92.186 0.785 −0.010 87.942 *** −1.676
WTI 57.071 42.53 76.41 7.573 0.371 −0.700 37.143 *** −1.911

CRYPTO 801.307 83.71 76.41 477.788 0.392 −0.089 22.193 *** −2.326
Obs. 857

Source: Authors’ calculations. *** indicates statistical significance at 1% level, respectively.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics, Normality and Unit-root test.

Pandemic Period

Variable Mean Min Max St. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis JB Test ADF

OAS 45.183 28.614 109.488 18.929 11.150 178.52 210.119 *** −2.143
BROWN 523.291 445.3 543.53 16.835 −1.8161 4.1938 566.8 8 *** −2.573

FTSE 409.772 253.51 491.71 59.782 −0.408 −0.949 28.880 *** −5.307 ***
GOLD 1812.119 1491 491.71 96.808 −0.103 0.390 3.573 *** −2.173
WTI 51.4041 −37.63 84.65 17.168 −0.385 0.571 16.914 *** −4.003 ***

CRYPTO 3736.643 712.43 8855.37 2496.129 0.364 −1.398 45.752 *** −1.986
Obs. 442

Source: Authors’ calculations. *** indicates statistical significance at 1% level, respectively.

Tables 3 and 4 display the correlation matrices for both periods: during the non-
pandemic one, OAS shows the highest correlations with the stock market and the crypto
index; over the pandemic the correlation grows, and is high also with reference to the bond
and oil markets. The OAS presents negative correlations to all the independent variables.
Overall, the latter are highly correlated, with a growth during the pandemic. The only
exceptions are given by the correlations between GOLD and the OAS and FTSE variables,
that decrease (especially in the last case).

Table 3. Correlation matrix for the non-pandemic period.

OAS BROWN FTSE GOLD WTI CRYPTO

OAS 1
BROWN −0.150 1

FTSE −0.481 0.706 1
GOLD −0.284 0.850 0.667 1

WTI −0.209 0.049 0.587 0.062 1
CRYPTO −0.484 0.539 0.767 0.569 0.507 1

Source: Authors’ calculations.

Table 4. Correlation matrix for the pandemic period.

OAS BROWN FTSE GOLD WTI CRYPTO

OAS 1
BROWN −0.808 1

FTSE −0.893 0.752 1
GOLD −0.237 0.603 0.146 1

WTI −0.831 0.625 0.934 0.299 1
CRYPTO −0.707 0.438 0.863 0.527 0.833 1

Source: Authors’ calculations.

Table 5 reports the dynamic parameters of the DCC-GARCH (the details of the model
and of the results are illustrated in Appendix A). Specifically, the λ1 and the λ2 express
respectively, the short and long run joint dynamic conditional correlation of all the variables.
As shown by the table, the results are positively significant in any case.

Table 5. DCC-GARCH parameters for non and pandemic period.

Non-Pandemic Pandemic

λ1 0.003 *** 0.020 ***
λ2 0.986 *** 0.881 ***

Source: Authors’ calculations. *** indicates statistical significance at 1% level, respectively.

Tables 6 and 7 exhibit, respectively, the results of the GARCH(1,1) and EGARCH(1,1)
for the non-pandemic and the pandemic period. In particular, the first part of the tables
shows the impact of different markets on the conditional mean of the option adjusted
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spread of green bonds. The second part display the parameters of the conditional variance
equation: in particular α and β express, respectively, the ARCH and GARCH coefficients.
With reference to the EGARCH, the γ parameter measures the asymmetric reaction of OAS
volatility to the independent variables.

Table 6. GARCH(1,1) e EGARCH(1,1) Non-pandemic period.

GARCH (1,1) EGARCH (1,1)

Conditional mean equation

const.
−0.011 −0.003

(0.024) (0.023)

BROWN
0.001 0.014

(0.03) (0.022)

FTSE
−0.087 *** −0.103 ***

(0.017) (0.010)

GOLD
−0.001 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001)

WTI
0.014 0.023

(0.029) (0.019)

CRYPTO
0.000 −0.000

(0.001) (0.000)

Conditional variance equation

ω 0.003 ω −0.025

α −0.008 *** α −0.027 ***

β 1.002 *** β 0.953 ***

γ 0.029 **

Llik: −823.416 Llik: −840.811

AIC: 1664.832 AIC: 1701.622

BIC: 1707.603 BIC: 1749.145

HQC: 1681.210 HQC: 1719.819
Source: Authors’ calculations. Standard error is indicated in parentheses. *** and ** indicate statistical significance
at 1% and 5% level, respectively.

Table 7. GARCH(1,1) e EGARCH(1,1) Pandemic period.

GARCH (1,1) EGARCH (1,1)

Conditional mean equation

const.
−0.0788 *** −0.036 ***

(0.027) (0.007)

BROWN
−0.076 *** −0.070 ***

(0.025) (0.008)

FTSE
−0.076 *** −0.078 ***

(0.012) (0.015)

GOLD
0.003 0.002 **

(0.002) (0.001)
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Table 7. Cont.

GARCH (1,1) EGARCH (1,1)

WTI
−0.014 −0.008

(0.009) (0.031)

CRYPTO
0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000)

Conditional variance equation

ω 0.034 *** ω −0.432 ***

α 0.440 *** α 0.558 ***

β 0.606 *** β 0.959 ***

γ 0.107 *

Llik: −450.451 Llik: −452.675

AIC: 918.901 AIC: 925.350

BIC: 955.703 BIC: 966.240

HQC: 933.418 HQC: 941.479
Source: Authors’ calculations. Standard error is indicated in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate statistical
significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Specifically to the non-pandemic period, looking to the information criteria, the values
are lower with reference to the GARCH(1,1) model; however, the adoption of the EGARCH,
allows us for having an adding information through the γ parameter.

Both GARCH(1,1) and EGARCH(1,1) results for the conditional mean, are character-
ized by the 1% significance of the only FTSE variable. As concerns the conditional variance
equation, the parameters are all significant, with the exception of the constantω.

With reference to the pandemic, the information criteria would suggest that the
GARCH(1,1) model was a bit more efficient than the EGARCH(1,1); notwithstanding, the
values are quite similar, so there’s not a model better than the other one.

Looking to the conditional mean equation, the GARCH(1,1) results are characterized by
the negative significance of FTSE and BROWN; the parameters of the conditional variance
equation are all significant. The EGARCH (1,1) presents similar findings, except for the
positive significance of GOLD. Among the results of the conditional variance equation, we
highlight the 10% positive significance of the γ.

4. Discussion

The analysis conducted aims to investigate the volatility of the credit risk component
of green bonds (the OAS/swap curve), namely the dispersion from its expected value.

The study has considered the co-movements of green bonds with financial markets
(Reboredo 2018).

First of all, a preliminary DCC-GARCH analysis has been conducted to illustrate the
overall volatility context where green bonds are inserted. In particular, Table 5 shows, for
each period, 1% significant lambda parameters: the results testify the short and long run
joint dynamic correlations among the overall variables, similarly to Gao et al. (2021). The
strict correlations between financial markets have grown after the 2008 crisis and endure
for a long time, even in subsequent periods of lower volatility (Sensoy et al. 2013): this is
an important issue in terms of potential criticalities for portfolios diversification.

As concerns the core analysis, our main results (see Tables 6 and 7) show that, if in
the non-pandemic period the conditional mean of the “green” credit risk component is
affected only by the stock market, during the pandemic, also conventional bonds and
gold are significant. Therefore, the one-day lagged values of these variables, are able
to predict the expected value of the “green” option-adjusted spread. The negative sign
of the BROWN and FTSE variables is quite intuitive: a context of good bond and stock
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markets, should have a negative relation with credit risk and vice-versa. In particular, the
relationship with the conventional bonds expresses a higher sensitivity of the green ones
during the pandemic. The result dealing with the stock market, could also have a subtler
interpretation: green bonds may not be affected by the takeover risk that characterizes the
relation between conventional bonds and stocks. In fact, bondholders could suffer losses in
a takeover, especially if funded with debt, causing a positive relationship between stock
returns and bond prices (Bhanot et al. 2010). The positive sign of gold is less immediate.
However, in this field, Naeem et al. (2021) find mixed signs in the spillovers between the
two markets.

With reference to the non-significant variables, our result dealing with WTI, is quite
similar to Dutta et al. (2021), who find that climate bonds record a correlation with crude
oil near to zero; on the other side, the non-significance of CRYPTO is in contrast with
Naeem and Karim (2021), who testify multiple tail-dependence regimes between bitcoin
and green bonds.

Looking to the conditional variance, the GARCH and EGARCH show significant
parameters in both periods. In particular, the α expresses the impact of the one-day lagged
OAS residuals, conditioned on the one-day lagged independent variables, on the OAS
volatility in t; theβmeasures the influence of the one-day lagged OAS volatility, conditioned
on the one-day lagged independent variable, on the OAS volatility in t, itself. In both
periods, the sum of these parameters is near or even greater than one (see Tables 6 and 7):
this means that there is a persistence in volatility of the “green” credit risk component,
conditioned on the other financial markets. Our findings differ from Ferrer et al. (2021),
who show that the connectedness between the green bond market and the other ones,
mainly occurs at short time horizons, suggesting that shocks are rapidly transmitted across
markets with an effect lasting less than a week.

Another interesting result is the positive significance of the γ parameter in the
EGARCH model of each period (see Tables 6 and 7). This is particularly important, because
testifies the asymmetry of the “green” OAS, consistently to Park et al. (2020). Specifically,
the positive sign means that the “green” credit risk volatility is more sensitive to positive
shocks than to negative ones, like the pandemic.

Finally, we observe that while the impact of the independent variables on the condi-
tional mean changes from the non to the pandemic period, it is the same with reference to
the conditional variance.

5. Policy Implications

Among our results, we believe that the positive asymmetry of the γ parameter is the
one that mostly establishes some policy implications. In fact, this characteristic expresses
the resilience of green bonds to negative shocks. This issue is an incentive for investors to
choose a kind of financial product useful to reduce the global coal consumption, raise the
share of non-fossil electricity and avoid global CO2 emissions (Glomsrød and Wei 2018)
and build a more sustainable economy (Tu et al. 2020a, 2020b; Tolliver et al. 2020a, 2020b).
For this reason, policy makers have a fundamental role in order to remove the “greenwash-
ing” criticalities, bridging the gap due to the shortcomings of the post-issuance reporting
(Tuhkanen and Vulturius 2020). Specifically, enhancing the external certification and la-
belling is recommended, in addition to formalizing a more appropriate legal framework
specific for this market (Paranque and Revelli 2019).

6. Conclusions

The current paper has analyzed the volatility of the OAS/swap curve of the Global
Bloomberg Barclays MSCI Green Bond Index, conditioned on the performance of the
other financial markets. The methodology adopted is based on GARCH models. The
research has been conducted for both the non and pandemic periods. The study has shown
that the conditional mean of the “green” credit component changes its dependence over
time. In more detail, after a preliminary implementation of the DCC-GARCH model,
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we have calculated a GARCH(1,1) and an EGARCH(1,1); we have put the OAS as the
dependent variable while the conventional bonds, stocks, gold, oil and cryptocurrencies as
independent ones.

Specifically, if in the non-pandemic time only the stock market seems to have a signifi-
cant influence, during the pandemic one, also conventional bonds and gold are impacting.

With reference to the conditional variance, we note that all parameters are significant
for each period, showing the persistent impact of the one-day lagged matrix of the inde-
pendent variables on the expected variance of OAS. We highlight that the most interesting
result is the positive significance of the lambda parameter in the EGARCH(1,1) models,
which shows that the volatility of the “green” credit risk component is quite asymmetric
and is more sensitive to positive information.

This result could have useful implications for investors, as in bullish contexts green
bonds creditworthiness should be particularly robust and inclined to be less volatile; at
the same time, even in a bearish market, it should not be very susceptible. For this reason,
policy makers should improve the regulation of these instruments in order to enhance the
transparency during post-issuance and reduce the “greenwashing” phenomenon.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that focuses the investigation on
the credit risk component of green bonds.

The research could be proceeded through a bi-directional analysis between the “green”
OAS and each financial market; furthermore, starting from our global results, the study
could be applied singularly to the European, American and Asian markets.
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Appendix A

We briefly illustrate the Dynamic Conditional Correlation GARCH model (DCC-
GARCH), (Engle 2002).

The GARCH-DCC calculation is made by two steps.
The first step deals with the conditional heteroskedasticity. It consists in estimating,

for each one of the n series of returns ri,t, its conditional volatility σi,t using a GARCH
model. Let Dt be a diagonal matrix with these conditional volatilities, i.e., Dti,i = σi,t and, if
i 6= j, Dti,j = 0. Then the standardized residuals are:

vt := Dt
−1(rt − µ)

where:

rt = n × 1 vector of returns
µ = n × 1 vector of expected returns

The aforementioned standardized residuals have unit conditional volatility.
Now we define the Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC) (Bollerslev 1990) through

the following matrix:

R :=
1
T ∑T

t=1 vtv′t
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The second step is the Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) itself, i.e., the general-
izing CCC model (Bollerslev 1990) that captures the dynamics in the correlation:

Qt = R + λ1 (vt−1v’t−1 − R) + λ2(Qt−1 − R)

So Qt
i,j is the correlation between ri,t and rj,t

Tables A1 and A2 show the overall results of the DCC-GARCH for both the non and
the pandemic periods.

Table A1. DCC-GARCH Non-pandemic period.

Non Pandemic

OAS BROWN FTSE GOLD WTI CRYPTO

Ω
0.017 *** 0.005 0.199 *** 0.214 0.012 10.91
(0.007) (0.004) (0.075) (0.431) (0.009) (21.471)

α
0.000 0.025 *** 0.197 *** 0.000 0.028 *** 0.120 ***

(0.0248) (0.008) (0.058) (0.001) (0.008) (0.035)

B
0.961 *** 0.969 *** 0.762 *** 0.999 *** 0.962 *** 0.879 ***
(0.044) (0.011) (0.059) (0.000) (0.007) (0.054)

λ1 0.001 ***
λ2 0.986 ***

AIC: 0.986
BIC: 30.270
SIC: 30.072

HQC: 30.150
Source: Authors’ calculations. Standard error is indicated in parentheses. *** indicates statistical significance
at 1%.

Table A2. DCC-GARCH Pandemic period.

Pandemic Period

OAS BROWN FTSE GOLD WTI CRYPTO

ω
0.033 *** 0.163 1.039 ** 0.000 0.026 69.375
(0.014) (0.100) (0.370) (0.001) (0.075) (63.440)

α
0.327 *** 0.260 *** 0.186 *** 0.008 *** 0.056 *** 0.092 ***
(0.086) (0.098) (0.057) (0.001) (0.013) (0.025)

β
0.672 *** 0.709 *** 0.752 *** 0.990 *** 0.943 *** 0.907 ***
(0.052) (0.092) (0.054) (0.001) (0.030) (0.034)

λ1 0.0198 ***
λ2 0.8816 ***

AIC: 37.116
BIC: 37.441
SIC: 37.105

HQC: 37.244
Source: Authors’ calculations. Standard error is indicated in parentheses. *** and ** indicate statistical significance
at 1% and 5% level, respectively.

Notes
1 We have carried out the Weighted ARCH LM Tests that tesfify the adequacy of the order of the two models.
2 For example we cite some researches that validate the DCC-application for the long run: Ghosh et al. (2020); Fang et al. (2018);

Asgharian et al. (2016); Kebalo (2014).
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